Some non-linear aspects of the electronic stages in time-domain modelling of NDE pulse-echo ultrasonic systems.
Electronics interfacing with NDE probes frequently include non-linear switching devices and semiconductor networks, which influence the excitation pulses and detected echo signals. Classical approaches to modelling a pulse-echo process use ideal assumptions for the electronics and do not consider these influences on the echoes, which can be very relevant in HF cases. This paper proposes new ways to consider these non-linear effects in a time-domain simulation process, extending previous approaches by including new elements in the modelling. Specific electrical models covering the pulse-echo process are applied in the evaluation of echo-graphic signals. They include semiconductor devices and other non-ideal elements. From these models, and using SPICE as a simulation tool, strong non-linear effects on pulsed responses, computed for both E/R stages of typical NDE transceivers, are analysed.